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Romania – The Republic of Korea:
25 years of Diplomatic Relations

R

The Best Is Yet To Come

omania and the Republic
of Korea celebrate today
25 years since establishing
diplomatic relations. As any anniversary moment, celebrating a quarter of
a century of diplomatic relations
between Seoul and Bucharest is not
only a great opportunity for a balance
and a review of steps and achievements made so far in building the edifice of bilateral cooperation, but also a
chance to contemplate the future
opportunities, based on the realities
of the present and the potential of the
two states.
The return of Romania in the
world of democracy, after the
Revolution of 1989, created the path
and the favourable premises to establish diplomatic relations with the
Republic of Korea. Despite of a relatively short history of bilateral interactions, the Seoul – Bucharest relations experienced remarkable dynamics in all fields: political-diplomatic,
economy, culture, but also on the
wider international level of supporting their mutual interests in the areas
and regions they belong to.
Romania has a trustworthy partner in the Republic of Korea for the

Asia-Pacific region. On its turn, the

relation, and also because of our

a constant development in the last

an important partner, both from the

European Union, under the circum-

signing of the Free Trade Agreement

Republic of Korea considers Romania
perspective of its significant potential,

especially economical, of the bilateral

country's

membership

the

stances that the strategic dialogue of

the EU and South Korea experienced

H.E. Bogdan Aurescu, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Romania:

The 25th anniversary of diplomatic relations:
An occasion to find new ways for expanding our
relationship in the years to come
The 25th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between
Romania and the Republic of Korea is not
only the opportunity to view our relationship
through the lens of time, but, more importantly, an occasion to find new ways and
means for expanding our relationship in the
years to come. The Strategic Partnership
between Romania and the Republic of Korea,
established in 2008, represented a very
important step for us, as it was the first to be
signed with an Asian nation. The Republic of
Korea continues to be one of our most
important Asian partners and during these
25 years we have developed a regular political
dialogue, increased our economic relations
and enhanced our cultural and educational
cooperation.
continued on page 8
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few years, proved, by example, by the
of the two sides in 2010.
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H.E. Hyo-Sung Park, Ambassador of the
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Without a doubt,
the Silver
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a milestone event
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H.E. Hyo-Sung Park, Ambassador of the Republic of Korea to Bucharest:

Without a doubt, the Silver Anniversary marks
a milestone event in our bilateral relations
Romania and the Republic of
Korea will celebrate 25 years
of diplomatic relations on
March 30th. In that quarter
century, relations between the
two nation-states were developed, built on solid foundations of friendship and trust.
As the latest in a line of
Korean
Ambassadors to
Bucharest during this time,
you are one of the main pillars
on which this climate of trust
has been built, trust that has
proved so favourable to the
special partnership linking the
two countries today. What are
your main projects at present,
aimed at strengthening this
partnership and bringing
added value to this very special
bilateral relationship?
First of all, thank you very
much for running a special edition on the occasion of the 25th
Anniversary of the establishment
of diplomatic relations between
our countries. Without a doubt,
the Silver Anniversary marks a
milestone event in our bilateral
relations. Thus, I am privileged,
honoured and very lucky to serve,
at this auspicious moment in the
history of our bilateral ties, as
Korean Ambassador to your great
country.
Looking back, it was only after
the Romanian Revolution in
December 1989 that the Republic
of Korea and Romania were able
to develop their relationship in
earnest.
In fact, our countries
have a relatively short history of
diplomatic ties. Nevertheless, our
bilateral relations have noticeably
developed in the political, economic, cultural and academic arenas, among others. I think that
this was possible because, as you
have eloquently pointed out, the
bilateral relationship has been
built on solid foundations of
friendship and trust.
If I may add, I also believe that
a lot of the similarities our countries share have contributed to
making our relations closer within
such a short period of time. For
example, Korea and Romania
have had similar experiences
throughout their long histories
due in large part to their geopolitical, geo-strategic and geoThe fact
economic locations.
that both the Korean and
Romanian people are generous
and open-minded is a contributing factor.
It is under these circumstances
that the Strategic Partnership
Initiative launched in September
2008 has further injected a forward momentum into our relations. I think it is important to
understand the nature and scope
of this Strategic Partnership.
Indeed, it is so comprehensive
and wide-ranging that no specific
area in our bilateral relationship
should be allowed to lag behind
or be overlooked. Therefore,
Seoul and Bucharest have worked
closely together to strengthen

their cooperative relations not
only in the economic and commercial fields, but also in such
areas as politics, security, society,
academia and culture.
As Ambassador, I am fully
committed to further promoting
our future-oriented and mutually
beneficial partnership while
building on the progress that has
been achieved. In this regard, I
will do my best to achieve tangible progress on the following
three fronts.
Firstly, I will work hard to further expand people-to-people
contacts in the political, economic, cultural, academic and other
spheres. Doing so will certainly
make great contributions to further promoting mutual understanding, friendship and cooperation between our peoples, which
will in turn strengthen our bilateral relations in the years to
come.
Secondly, I think it is critically
important to upgrade and expand
our economic and trade relationship. Indeed, the Republic of
Korea and Romania stand to
hugely benefit from closer bilateral economic and trade relations
since both economies are complementary in nature. Of course,
closer economic and trade relations between our two countries
will surely produce a synergy
effect. This will result in a winwin situation, from which both
sides will benefit enormously.
And there is great potential for
growth in this area.
It is for this reason that I will
give priority to the further
strengthening of our bilateral economic and trade relations.
Last, but not least, I would
also like to see to it that both
countries will continue close
cooperation regarding peace and
prosperity on the Korean
Peninsula at bilateral, plurilateral,
and multilateral levels, including
at the UN.
How would you characterize
the current phase in bilateral
relations between Romania
and the Republic of Korea,
especially after the two coun-

tries have signed the Strategic
Partnership?
As I have already pointed out,
our bilateral relations have deepened remarkably in the political,
economic, cultural and academic
spheres, despite such a short history of diplomatic ties since 1990.
I would say that the Strategic
Partnership Initiative of 2008
actually gave added value and a
clear direction to our relations. It
is safe to say that our relations are
broad-based, mutually beneficial,
and future-oriented. So, I would
say that our bilateral relationship
can best be characterized as a
robust and most promising one.
At this point, I would like to
mention some examples of how
rich and vibrant our relations
have become since the launching
of the Strategic Partnership.
First of all, I would like to
highlight the growing friendship
and closeness of the Korean and
Romanian peoples. In July 2009,
immediately after the launching
of the Strategic Partnership, Dae
Jang Geum, also known as Jewel
in the Palace, was introduced to
the Romanian people as the first
Korean TV drama. Very soon,
this had become the third most
popular television program in
Romania. As a result, Dae Jang
Geum was the trigger that helped
many other Korean dramas to be
aired on national television channels in Romania. A variety of
Korean TV dramas are being aired
at the moment throughout
Romania. These Korean dramas
play a pivotal role in further promoting the mutual understanding, friendship and, of course,
cultural attachment that exists
between the Romanian and
Korean peoples.
Secondly, I wish to draw the
attention of your readers to the
fact that our bilateral trade, which
decreased by half in 2009 in the
aftermath of the Global Financial
and Economic Crisis, has quickly
recovered over the years. The
bilateral trade volume plummeted
to US $542 million in 2009 from
US $928 million in the previous
year, to soar again to US $1.24

billion last year. This demonstrates that our bilateral trade relationship is both resilient and
solid, which I am sure will further
strengthen thanks to the Strategic
Partnership. Korea is currently
Romania’s second largest export
market in Asia.
Again, it is important to
understand that our Strategic
Partnership is a wide-ranging,
comprehensive and future-oriented paradigm. Thus, I hope and
trust that Seoul and Bucharest
will continue to strengthen their
relations in the political, economic, and cultural domains, among
others.
The
Romanian-Korean
Strategic Partnership brings
mutual benefits to both countries not only from a bilateral
point of view, but also regarding the promotion of each
country’s interests in the geographical area of the other.
How might this special
Strategic Partnership contribute to better supporting
Romania’s interests in the
Asia-Pacific area, and also to
better promote South Korea’s
interests in Eastern Europe
and in the European Union?
I think you have made a very
important and valid point regarding the meaning and significance
of our evolving Strategic
Partnership.
I would like to
make two comments.
First of all, President Klaus
Iohannis has emphasized over and
over again that Romania’s full
integration within the EU is one
of the three key pillars of
Romania’s foreign policy. We take
due note of this policy orientation
because we believe that both the
Republic of Korea and Romania
are well-poised to further enhance
cooperation not only bilaterally,
but also within the broader framework of the EU. I say this because
Korea is the only country in the
world that has concluded framework agreements with the EU in
all the three important areas of
politics, economy, and security.
In May 2010, Korea and the EU
signed the Korea-EU Framework
Agreement. The Korea-EU FTA
was signed five months later. In
May 2014, the two partners also
signed a Framework Participation
Agreement aimed at facilitating
Korea’s future participation in EU
Common Security and Defence
Policy (CSDP) operations.
Secondly, Korea has been
actively expanding its FTA networks. It is worth noting that
Korea is now the only country in
the world to have an FTA with all
three mega economies: the EU,
the United States, and China. As
a result, Korea’s ‘economic territory’- which means the combined
GDP of its FTA partners - has
expanded to cover more than
70% of global GDP.
Bearing this in mind, I believe
that both sides can advance their
respective interests in close coop-

eration with each other. As a
close, strategic partner, Romania
can fully utilize Korea’s geographical location as a bridgehead in
order to advance its interests in the
Asia-Pacific region Likewise, Seoul
can also benefit from its close partnership with Bucharest. Romania
has a lot of advantages as a desirable business and investment destination thanks to its EU membership, its geo-economic location,
and its well-educated and motivated workforce - particularly, in the
IT sector - together with relatively
low labour costs and abundant
natural resources. Romania’s location could also provide meaningful opportunities for stronger
cooperation and collaboration
between our countries.
In this context, I am pleased
to note that Seoul and Bucharest
are working hard to make the
most of this year’s Silver
Anniversary with a view to substantially strengthening, both in
depth and in breadth, the
Strategic Partnership in all fields,
including political, economic and
cultural. This begs the question of
‘how?’ My answer is that we are
taking what we call the ‘ABC
approach’. The acronym ABC
represents Activating, Broadening
and Complementing.
To begin with, we wish to further Activate a variety of bilateral
consultation mechanisms, while
actively facilitating people-to-people contacts. Under this rubric,
for example, both governments
will hold the 8th High-level
Policy Consultations in Seoul on
March 18th. They will also conthe
8th
Industrial
vene
Cooperation Committee Meeting
in Seoul in May - together with
the Korea-Romania Business
Forum.
A delegation from the Korean
National Assembly’s Foreign
Affairs
and
Unification
Committee visited Bucharest from
January 25th to 27th this year.
The
Romanian-Korean
Parliamentary Friendship Group
will visit Korea in May.
Furthermore, it is expected that a
number of Korean and Romanian
dignitaries will shuttle between
Seoul and Bucharest throughout
this year.
In addition, we are taking proactive measures to further Broaden
the horizon of mutual understanding, friendship and cooperation. In this regard, our Embassy
in Bucharest will host a range of
cultural activities and programs as
well as to facilitate visits by economic and trade delegations.
Furthermore, our Embassy is
actively arranging, in close consultation with our home government
and the Korean business community, for various economic and
trade delegations to visit both
Korea and Romania respectively
in order to further promote bilateral trade and investment flows.
continued on page 12
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H.E. Calin Fabian, Ambassador of Romania to Seoul:

25 years of bilateral relations between
Romania and the Republic of Korea
As one can be well aware, an
ambassador has the responsibility
of proposing and promoting project-based cooperation between
two states, with regard for the
international environment and
with a view to maximizing the
potential that exists in the bilateral relation. For me, as Romanian
ambassador in Seoul, this is an
even greater responsibility as the
Republic of Korea is the only
country in Asia which has formally become strategic partner to
Romania, since 2008, the highest
level possible for the bilateral relation between two countries.
In this generous diplomatic
context, the types of activities I
am engaged in on a daily basis is
widely varied and could cover,
such diverse fields as political,
economic, educational and cultural. Especially from the cultural
point of view, there is a growing
interest displayed by the Korean
side for Europe in general and
Romania in particular.
Since I have been in the
Republic of Korea there are several things I have come to admire
about the Korean people: their
tenacity and their modesty. The
effort undergone throughout only
one generation in order to turn
their country from a poor country
with no resources into a young,
modern democracy and a successful economy is a worthy case
study. Work ethic, as well as
respect for traditions and values
are embedded in the Korean
mindset and are the main reason
for this quick rise among the
global economic ranking. It is
exceptional that through this
quest to become the best, the
Korean people have managed not
to compromise their national

character, quite to the contrary.
2015 marks the 25th anniversary of bilateral diplomatic relations and represents a year of great
importance
to
us,
both
Romanians and Koreans, since it
gives the opportunity not only to
celebrate but to further develop
our dialogue in a more creative
way as well.
As outlined in the Joint
Declaration
on
Strategic
Partnership and the Joint Action
Plan between Romania and the
Republic of Korea, partners must
remain in contact and conduct a
dialogue on a large number of
issues, especially in the political
and economic field. We are cur-

rently moving beyond the early
stages of cooperation towards a
more
practical
approach.
Romania and Korea can work
together in joint projects which
would benefit trade and commerce for both countries. We are
hopeful that this official visit has
opened the way for other highlevel visits to take place either in
Bucharest or in Seoul this year.
The Joint Action Plan for the
enactment of the Strategic
Partnership between our two countries was signed in 2010 and is the
official document setting up and
encouraging cooperation on a wide
range of issues, from political to
economic and cultural. In the

political field, the Joint Action Plan
provides for coordination between
partners on issues of regional
importance as well as within international organizations that both
Romania and Korea are part of.
In the economic field, the
document sets the stage for new
cooperation in fields such as:
energy, IT&C, agriculture, the
defense industry, tourism and so
on. Romania is the seventh largest
country in the European Union,
it has an attractive investment
environment and has the potential to offer Korean companies
both public and private sector
projects. The priority development sectors for Romania in the
future are energy, infrastructure,
IT&C, agriculture and environmental protection. It is easy to
notice that these fields match the
interests and experience of Korean
companies. Romania has an
important agricultural potential
and is a steady export partner for
several products: grains, wine,
honey and by-products, oils and
so on. But there are many other
untapped opportunities, in the
fields I have already mentioned,
for Romania and Korea to expand
their economic and commercial
cooperation, to the benefit of
both our peoples.
The Korean government has
been a constant provider of specialized expertise on development
in Romania. Through the Korean
initiative called Knowledge
Sharing Program, the Romanian
and Korean institutions have
developed successful projects in
the fields of human resources
development, technology and
innovation. We hope the bilateral
collaboration under the KSP
framework will continue this year

with new projects. This is only
one example of grass-root cooperation between our countries that
creates promising grounds for further enhancement of our relations.
Exchanges in the educational
field between Romania and the
Republic of Korea have blossomed in the past couple of years.
There has been an increase in
cooperation between universities
and many new initiatives from
universities both Romania and
Republic of Korea which are considering internationalization of
their curricula. In this respect, the
traditional cooperation between
three universities in Bucharest,
Ia_i and Cluj and Hankuk
University for Foreign Studies
resulted in the establishment of a
Korean Cultural Center in Cluj,
in 2007. Furthermore, the
University in Iasi has expressed its
intention of opening a similar
institute in 2015.
We have been witnessing
much interest on both sides for
opening links of cooperation. For
instance, the latest MoU for
cooperation was signed in 2014
between Agricultural Sciences and
Veterinary Medicine University in
Cluj-Napoca and the National
Agricultural
Science
and
Technology Institute from the
Kyungpook University. Also, in
2015, for the first time, we have
15 Romanian universities being
promoted in the Study and
Research Fair which will take
place in May in Seoul. Of course
this is just the beginning and we
expect that in the coming years
the bonds will be stronger and
will breed projects which are of
practical use to both our countries.

Opening of South Korea’s honorary consulate in Timisoara:
A very important moment in bilateral relations
Having facilitated over time the
arrival of over 400 Koreans in
Timisoara, at cultural events, Ioan
Garboni, Director of the Banatul
Philharmonic, was officially
appointed South Korea’s honorary
consul in June last year. Shortly
afterwards, in October 2014, in the
presence of 12 consuls from just as
many countries, the honorary consulate of the Republic of Korea was
inaugurated in Timisoara’s Banatul
Philharmonic building.
The Korean side is showing a
lot of interest in Timisoara, both in
what concerns economic investments and cultural exchanges, His
Excellency Hyo-Sung Park, the
Republic of Korea’s Ambassador to
Romania underscored at the inauguration.
“It is a very important moment
for us. Timisoara is the secondlargest city in Romania, it is an
important cultural, economic and
historic centre. It is a very powerful
pole in what concerns the IT
industry, but also other important
economic branches. That is why I

believe the ties between South
Korea and Romania in general, and
those with Timisoara in particular,
will be particularly strong and will
grow in the future,” the South
Korean ambassador added.

The opening was followed by a
special concert offered by the
Banatul Philharmonic.
“It is a concert in which we
have guests from Korea, a director
and a soloist. The soloist is from

South Korea but lives in Vienna. It
is a very beautiful concert, “Romeo
and Juliet,” and apart from this
concert there are two concert pieces
belonging to South Korean composers, as well as a violin concert.

We have important guests at the
opening of South Korea’s honorary
consulate, a country I am honoured to represent,” honorary consul Ioan Garboni explained at the
opening ceremony.
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KOTRA – A Global Business Platform
With a trade volume of $ 1 trillion
by 3 consecutive years, Republic of
Korea is now one of the world’s largest
international trade countries. Trade volume rose ten-thousand-fold from $100
million in 1951 to $1 trillion in just 60
years. The main fields in which Korea
producers proved successful and competitive on the global market are: automotive, electronics, heavy industry, ship
building, oil and gas, textile. The most
powerful Korean companies, with
strong international presence, also
included in the Fortune Global 500 are:
SAMSUNG, LG, SK, HYUNDAI, GS
HOLDINGS, POSCO, DOOSAN,
KOGAS and HANWHA.
KOTRA (Korean Trade-Investment
Promotion Agency) was established in
1962 by the Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Energy and its main purpose is supporting the globalization of Korean
companies so they can become reliable
partners for businesses overseas. In the
1960s and 70s, KOTRA developed overseas markets and in doing so, served as a
driving force in increasing Korea’s
International Trade.
As of Feb, 2015, KOTRA has 124
Korea Business Centers(KBCs), in 84
countries worldwide. KOTRA systematically collects and analyzes global market information through its Korea
Business Centers around the world and
provides it to Korean businesses and
organizations.
The governmental
organizations targets mainly SMEs who
is willing to develop their businesses
abroad.
The main activities conducted by
KBCs worldwide are:
Export Support for SMEs - KOTRA

operates as an overseas branch office for
export companies via KBCs and provides one-on-one support for SMEs by
finding customers, running joint logistics centers, helping in terms of exhibition participation and assisting with
international business trips.
Global business partnership KOTRA helps Korean SMEs and overseas global companies establish partnerships through international marketing
support linked to R&D and opens the
door to a future market for Korean technologies.
Potential Businesses - The services
and cultural markets will lead the
future. In order to promote the Korean
Wave, cultural contents industries and
service-leading companies, KOTRA will
develop new business tools and
strengthen the international cooperation system.
Trade & Investment Information KOTRA systematically gathers, arranges
and analyzes information on overseas
markets via KBCs and provides practical
assistance for Korean companies
Support for Overseas Expansion Based on overseas investment information gathered from KBCs around the
world, KOTRA supports Korean companies by making their advancement
overseas easier and more convenient.

Investment Promotion - KOTRA
plays a central role in making Republic
of Korea the center of global business.
By creating an attractive investment
environment and supporting domestic
investments by foreign companies, we
will raise the value of Republic of Korea
as a successful global business partner.
Sustainable Growth Business KOTRA conducts various activities so
our society can grow together, in harmony. We create jobs, give hope to youth
and lead the effort to create a friendly
global village through global CSR activities.
KOTRA Bucharest was founded in
1990 having the main purpose to
strengthen the commercial relations
between Romania and Republic of
Korea. In Romania, KOTRA Bucharest
Office is playing a role as the
Commercial Section of The Embassy of
The Republic of Korea in Bucharest.
The main sectors in which KOTRA
Bucharest provides support for Korean
companies are: environmental projects,
renewable energy projects, automotive
industry, medical devices sector, textile
industry and heavy industry, engineering, procurement, construction, agricultural machinery.
KOTRA Bucharest handles both
delegations from Republic of Korea,

enabling the overseas companies to get
in contact with the Romanian market
and organizes Romanian delegations
that go to Republic of Korea in order to
identify potential business partners.
In 2014, KOTRA Bucharest organized 5 business delegations in Bucharest.
The events were consisted of seminar
presentations and one-on-one meetings
tailored to bring together Korean companies with Romanian potential partners, in order to identify potential business opportunities.
In 2014, we took a regional role in
cooperating environment technology
and solutions between Romania and
Korea. KOTRA Bucharest organized
together with Korea Environmental
Industry & Technology Institute
(KEITI) and Korean Environment
Corporation (KECO) , with the support
of the Korean Ministry of Environment,
“Eastern Europe Environment Project
Partnership 2014”. It was an excellent
opportunity for Korean companies from
environmental industry to exchange
information and experience on the
regional environment market with representatives of Romanian companies
and Eastern European companies as
well– companies from Bulgaria,
Slovenia and Hungary joined the event.
KOTRA is developing continuous
activities, constantly adapting to the
ever-changing international business
environment, representing the most
important business and communication
global platform, supporting Korean
companies that want to develop overseas
business worldwide.

H.E. Bogdan Aurescu, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Romania:

The 25th anniversary of diplomatic relations: An occasion to find new ways for
expanding our relationship in the years to come
continued from page 5
Success stories, like Daewoo
Mangalia Heavy Industries,
Samsung Otelinox and Doosan
IMGB, are just some of the
examples worth mentioning.
Other projects are under way, but
there are plenty of ways to extend
this cooperation, especially in
areas which require technological

tronics, semiconductors or automotive industry - and our local
institutions of higher education
and research. This would certainly prove beneficial for both sides,
both in the high return of investment and in research and development. Within the past years,
the Romanian IT market had a
very dynamic development. Our

expertise. We hope to attract
green field investments in
Romania, in order to foster partnerships
between
Korean
investors - with tradition in elec-

universities trained highly qualified graduates in software development and telecommunications, with skills highly appreciated by Korean companies.

IT&C is, most certainly, one of
the cutting-edge fields for
increasing the value of the
Romanian-Korean
economic
relationship.
We plan to make better use of
the Free Trade Agreement
between the EU and the Republic
of Korea in order to increase the
cooperation between our countries in the fields of industry,
energy, communications and IT,
research and development. We
encourage South Korean companies to participate in major economic projects in Romania, such
as infrastructure, communications and IT, energy and tourism.

Our cultural and educational
exchanges have been an important element in our efforts to
bring our people closer together.
More and more Romanian students are studying with great
interest the Korean language and
culture and, at the same time, we
acknowledge with great satisfaction the interest of Korean students in learning the Romanian
language and understanding our
culture. I am confident that
people-to-people
increased
exchanges will further substantiate our Strategic Partnership in
the following years.
I am also confident that

through joint efforts we will identify new opportunities to make
the most of the cooperation
potential between Romania and
the Republic of Korea in various
areas of common interest. I hope
that our political dialogue will
continue and strengthen the
upward trend of economic and
cultural exchanges between our
countries and our cooperation in
the international fora.
On this auspicious occasion I
would like to convey to the
Korean Government and people,
on behalf of the Romanian people, our congratulations and best
wishes.

Seoul March 18, 2015: State Secretary for Global Business in Romania’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Carmen
Burlacu, and First Deputy of the South-Korean Foreign Affairs Minister Cho Taeyoung sign bilateral agreement
on visa facilities
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Chamber of Commerce and Industry Romania – Republic of Korea:

An active presence for enhancing economical
and commercial relations
Says Marius Sticlaru, CCRC President.
Romania grants a special consideration to the Strategic
Partnership with the Republic of
Korea, established at the highest
level, on the occasion of the official visit made by Romania's
President to Seoul, in September
2008.
The action plan to apply
Strategic Partnership, signed in
June 2010, in Seoul, by the
Foreign Affairs Ministers of both
countries, shall be applied in new
bilateral cooperation projects.
The last session of the Joint
Committee
for
Industrial
Cooperation (held in Bucharest,
in January 2014), benefited of
impressive attendance, and the
Romanian side considers that this
instrument of dialogue contributes genuinely to the accomplishment of the objective to
develop bilateral economical and
commercial relations. During the
Joint Committee session, a
Memorandum was signed, mentioning the common interest
development directions, such as
economy, trade, energy, communications and informational society.
In Romania, there are 216
active commercial companies
based on South-Korean capital.
The total figure of South-Korean
investments in Romania, on
February 28, 2014, reached USD
158 million, which puts SouthKorea on the 25th place in the
chart of foreign investors in commercial companies located in
Romania (data supplied by
ONRC.)
Worth-mentioning are the
investments made by the Daewoo
group in the shipbuilding industry, as the joint company Daewoo
Mangalia Heavy Industries, a
producer of sea transportation
ships, between the Building Site
1 Mai Mangalia (49 per cent of
the shares) and Daewoo Heavy
Industries (51 per cent of the
shares), with a social capital of
RON 306.1 billion and USD
52.98 million.
The modernization of the
telecommunications systems in
the counties Prahova, Buzau and
Alba, based on contracts between
the RA Romtelecom and LG
Information
and
Communication, and of loans
granted by the Government of
the Republic of Korea, of approximately USD 100 million.
In addition, it should be mentioned Doosan that took over in
June 2006 Kvaerner/IMGB and
Samsung that took over Otel
Inox Targoviste, and lately, in
2012-2013, the investments
made by the group Hyosung in
Sighisoara (at the airbag factory).
On July 1, 2011, the Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) of the
EU with South-Korea came into
force, establishing a new stage in
the history of bilateral relations.
Romania sealed the FTA on July

31, 2012, by Law No. 100. It is
the first complete agreement in a
new generation of FTAs launched
by the EU after 2007. Also, it is
the first FTA signed by the EU
with an Asian country.
This Free Trade Agreement:
-Eliminates tax barriers for
industrial and agricultural products, gradually. There are but a
few agricultural products that
represent exceptions to tax cuts.
-Also stipulates the elimination of non-tax barriers in bilateral free trade.
-Includes specifications referring to services and investment,
competition, public acquisitions.
-Grants transparency in regulating sustainable development.
The impact of the FTA:
-The total volume of bilateral
trade of Romania and the
Republic of Korea stabilized at 1
billion in the same period.
-The trade balance between
Romania and the Republic of
Korea is even.
-The exports of the EU and of
Romania were stimulated by the
application of the FTA.
Under these circumstances,
Romanian exports in the
Republic of Korea have increased
substantially:
-USD 284.70 million in
2010;
-USD 344.03 million in
2011;
-USD 482.02 million in
2012;
-USD 610 million in 2013.
A positive evolution of bilateral commercial changes is to be

noted, but the Romanian side
considers that the value of
Romanian exports is still lower
than the potential provided by
the South-Korean market and
intends to increase and diversity
the offer of Romanian products
for the Republic of Korea.
The Free Trade Agreement of
the European Union and the
Republic of Korea came into
effect at a highly adequate
moment for the evolution of
Romanian – South-Korean bilateral exchanges and may contribute decisively to the accomplishment of our export targets
on this market.
In the year 2014, Romania
attended for the first time a fair
organized in Seoul, in the
Republic of Korea, with a
National Pavilion.
This attendance was facilitated by the efforts made by the
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Romania – Republic of
Korea (CCRC) and by APEV
(The Association of Wine
Producers and Exporters) in partnership with Korea Business
Center-KOTRA Bucharest.
Seoul Food-Kintex is the
third greatest fair of this industry
in Asia, with a tradition of 30
years, that proves its reputation
and represents an exhibition
landmark, as it includes over
1,450 exhibitors and 47,000 visitors of almost 50 countries.
The attendance with a
National Romanian Pavilion to
this event granted an excellent
exposure to Romanian producers

and exporters, granting them
access to the South-Korean food
market, estimated at USD 45.7
billion in 2012 and USD 53.5
billion in 2013.
The stand approached a modern, clean line, a simple and
refined style, both in its overall
design and in its constitutive
individual elements, integrated in
and developing the concept of
general branding - “Wines of
Romania, Tradition Redefined”.
Based on the idea of “tradition
redefined”, the organizers intended to create a new, actual, modern and powerful image, not just
of the exhibition space, but of
Romanian wines overall.
The organization of a
National Pavilion of Romania at
the fair empowered the economical relations of Romania and
South-Korea, gaining the interest
of a highly attractive market sec-

tion; respectively of the food and
beverages industry in this country.
This year, the Chamber of
Commerce
and
Industry
Romania – Republic of Korea
collaborates with KOTRA in
order to help Romanian companies attend the Global Mobile
Vision 2015 fair, destined to target the ITC section.
Moreover, the Chamber of
Commerce
and
Industry
Romania – Republic of Korea
with the support of the
Romanian Embassy to Seoul and
of the Commercial Office, have
established meetings with the
organizers of the Korea World
Travel Fair (KOTFA 2015) to
facilitate the attendance of
Romanian travel agencies to
this event, in order to promote
the Romanian tourism.
The Chamber of Commerce
and Industry Romania –
Republic of Korea will also
work actively, jointly with
World-OKTA (the international organization of Korean businesspersons), to organize an
event at ROMEXPO dedicated
to the anniversary of 25 years
of
diplomatic
relations
between Romania and the
Republic of Korea. At this
event, trade companies from
Korea will exhibit their products and services. Next year, we
will support the project of
organizing a National Pavilion
of the Republic of Korea at one
of the greatest fairs held at
ROMEXPO.
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The Best Is Yet To Come
continued from page 5
A retrospective glance shows
that, although they are located on
different regions of the Earth and
although diplomatic relations
were officially established no earlier than 25 years ago, Romania
and the Republic of Korea managed to built, throughout this
period, an outstanding relation.
It is an exemplary relation of
mutual friendship and trust, that
was consolidated more and more
as time went by, due to increasing
mutual interest for developing
the bilateral cooperation, but also
to the complementarities in the
of the two countries.
Moreover, this relation
became more dynamic especially
after 2008, after the signing of
the Strategic Partnership, a document that marked a substantial
quality improvement in the relations between Bucharest and
Seoul, in all fields: the intensification of political and diplomatic
dialogue, of economical cooperation, of sharing common values,
such as democracy, human rights,
Constitutional state and market
economy.
After the diplomatic relations
of Romania and South Korea
were officially initiated on March
30, 1990, an initial important
political signal of the interest
shown by authorities of both
countries to place bilateral cooperation on new bases was given by
the first official visit of a
Romanian President in Seoul,
made four years later, in March
1994, by Ion Iliescu.
I had the honour of being a
member of the delegation of journalists that accompanied the
Head of the Romanian state in
the Korean capital. I will never
forget this visit, that impressed
me due to its novelty. Not only
because I was included for the
first time, as a young journalist,
in the team of a top-level official
visit; but also because I was truly
attending a historical visit. No
more than five years have passed
since the Revolution and the first
President of democratic Romania
was stepping on the ground of
South Korea carrying a message
of friendship and of great openness for the development of
mutual relations, and was
received with the greatest honours in the capital of a highly
active nation, with a flourishing
economy and an exquisite management. It was a country that
was not accidentally called “a
miracle”. I was coming from a
Bucharest that was still quite grey
and confused after four years that
had passed since the Revolution
and I still remember how
impressed I was by the Korean
capital, that revealed itself to us,
the members of the delegation, as
an important metropolis.
I was equally impressed by the
fabulous way the entire
Romanian
delegation
was
received (a delegation that
included also the Foreign Affairs
Minister and the Trade Minister,
Members of the Parliament and
businesspersons) by the SouthKorean hosts, who overwhelmed

us with their attention and hospitality. Not to mention that one of
the days we spent there happened
to be Foreign Affairs Minister
Teodor Melescanu's birthday (see
photo below), whom the hosts celebrated with a lot of surprises.
Preparing this special supplement dedicated to the anniversary of 25 years of diplomatic
relations between Romania and
the Republic of Korea made me
search in the Nine O'Clock
archive and thumb through the
collection of papers of March
1994, to reread the articles I
wrote at that time, in Seoul. Here
is an excerpt of the article entitled
“First
Romanian-Korean
Summit”, published on March
10, 1994 (see photo):
<<After the 1989 Revolution,
conditions have been favorable
for establishing diplomatic relations between Bucharest and
Seoul. An upward development
of the political relations between
the two countries has been registered over the last four years.
President Iliescu’s state visit to
Seoul has a particular importance
in that it will open a new chapter
in the history of the multi-faceted
relationship of friendship and
cooperation between the two
countries.
“Your Excellency’s visit to
Korea will not only invigorate
our friendly and cooperative relationships, but it also gives
momentum to the efforts to further narrow the distance between
Eastern Europe and Eastern
Asia”, the President of the
Republic of Korea declared in the
speech delivered after the reception ceremony of the head of the
Romanian state.
In his turn, President Iliescu
declared that, “we have stepped
on Korean soil with feelings of
friendship. This first bilateral
summit in Seoul is a moment of
outstanding importance for
Romanian – Korean relations. I
look forward with great interest
to the talks that we are going to
have and to the meetings with
members of the Government, of
Parliament and of the political
parties and last but not least, with
representatives of the powerful
Korean economy”>>.
In the article entitled
“Republic of Korea - A “Lucky
Goldstar” for Romania: New
prospects for the Development of
Romanian-Korean Economic
Cooperation”, sent from Seoul on
March 11, 1994, I was writing
among other things:
<<Of paramount importance
to the Romanian President’s visit
to the Republic of Korea is the
establishment of stable economic
relations. Registering one of the
quickest rates of economic development in the world in the last
25 years, the Republic of Korea is
known as “the economic miracle
on the river Han”.
After setting up of diplomatic relations between Romania
and Korea in March 1990, the
two countries signed three documents which helped RomanianKorean economic relations register a new course of development

in August 1990. Specifically,
these documents were a commercial accord, an accord on scientific and technical cooperation and
an accord specifying the mutual
promotion and guarantee of
investments. Since then, the presence of Korean investors on the
Romanian market has increased.
>>
It was merely the beginning of
the Romanian – South Korean
cooperation, yet, corporations
and giants of Korea, such as
Daewoo, Hyundai and Samsung,
were already showing their interest in Romania, identifying an
opportunity to promote SouthKorean economical interests in
Europe.
<< “For Daewoo and South
Korea in general, Romania represents a good business partner”
Daewoo sources declared during
the meeting. “Romania could
also be a good market for the
delivery of the South Korean
products and a bridge towards
the West”, Daewoo ship building
company chairman, declared.>>,
I was writing in the same article,
describing the visit made by the
Romanian delegation at the
Daewoo
headquarters
in
Pupyong, completed by strength-

ened confidence of both sides in
the prospects of the future cooperation.
21 years have passed since
that moment. There were other
top-level bilateral contacts in
2006 and in 2008, when the
Presidents of the two countries
outlined their wish to lead the
outstanding bilateral cooperation
developed so far to a higher level.
Therefore, they signed the
Strategic Partnership between the
two countries, which represented
the political sign of a new turning
point in the cooperation between
Seoul and Bucharest in all fields,
especially economy.
Today, Korea, who was one of
the top foreign investors ever
since the beginning of the 90s,
when Romania started opening
up its economy, still keeps a dominant position in the chart of foreign investments.
Seen from the very beginning
as a great opportunity and as a
promising business destination
for top Korean investors, the
Romanian market provided in
the years that followed new
points of interest, to determine
these investors to intensify their
presence here and to increasingly
explore the potential represented

by Romania: an important geostrategic location, an educated
population, the fact that our
country became a member of the
EU, the constant efforts made by
authorities to grant a solid, transparent and predictable business
environment, meant to encourage investors.
The passing of time was merely a powerful confirmation that
the bilateral relation of Romania
and the Republic of Korea is a
win-win situation that brought
added value year after year to a
strong and exemplary partnership, opening wider and more
flourishing perspectives for the
years to come.
It is worth mentioning that the
recent bilateral political consultations held in Seoul earlier this
month, during the visit made by
State Secretary for Global Business
in the Foreign Affairs Minister
Carmen Liliana Burlacu confirmed
once again the interest of both
countries to intensify political dialogue, diversify economical cooperation and human exchanges.
During Ms. Burlacu's meeting
with her counterpart, the First
Deputy of the South-Korean
Foreign Affairs Minister, Cho
Taeyoung, the text of an agreement
was signed, including changes in
the bilateral accord regarding visas,
presently applicable in the consular
relations of Romania and the
Republic of Korea. The changes
will bring significant additional
facilities to businesspersons of the
two countries.
Moreover, the officials discussed possibilities to stimulate
the economical cooperation
between Romania and the
Republic of Korea by concrete
actions, such as the Joint
Committee
for
Industrial
Cooperation, scheduled in Seoul,
in May 2015, or the possibility to
attract the South-Korean private
sector in bilateral and regional
projects.
All of these are a plain confirmation of what His Excellence,
Mr. Park Hyo-Sung, the
Ambassador of the Republic of
Korea to Bucharest had declared
in a recent interview, referring to
the Romanian – Korean relations:
“The best is yet to come”.
By Gabriela Bogdan
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Without a doubt, the Silver Anniversary marks
a milestone event in our bilateral relations
continued from page 6
The economic dimension has been,
since the very beginning, the main
engine of Romanian-Korean bilateral
cooperation. What, in your opinion,
should the two governments do to further stimulate and encourage economic exchanges and make them more
dynamic in line with the potential of
the two countries, at a level above and
beyond the current relations?
As you have aptly pointed out, the economic dimension is indeed among the
main engines driving our promising and
future-oriented partnership. Obviously,
our bilateral trade has grown noticeably
with the volume exceeding the 1.2-billion-dollar mark last year for the first
time, and this is expected to continue to
increase. It is gratifying to note that there
is huge potential for further expansion
here. Indeed, I can happily tell you that
bilateral trade has increased 50 times since
1990 when we established diplomatic
relations. It has soared from US $25 million in 1990 to US $1.24 billion in 2014.
Over the past 14 years, it has also recorded a six-fold increase. Thus, I am optimistic that we can double the current
trade volume to $2 billion within a few
years. It is my duty, as Ambassador, to
help make that happen.
Equally important is the growing economic partnership between our countries
because it speaks volumes about each
other’s strong commitment to the futureoriented Strategic Partnership. More than
200 Korean firms are registered in
Romania. These include global firms such
as Samsung, LG, Doosan and Daewoo, as
well as small and medium-sized companies that are also successfully operating
here. I will do my utmost to ensure the
success of these Korean companies, which
will in turn help to strengthen our economic partnership. Given that this prosperous partnership is a two-way street, I
also look forward to the Romanian government continuing its support and cooperation for Korean companies.
Considering all this, I would like to
highlight two important considerations.
Firstly, both our respective governments
and private sectors are committed to further enhancing cooperation and collaboration in order to advance our common
economic agenda. To this end, as I indicated earlier, both sides will hold the 8th
Industrial Cooperation Committee meeting as well as the Business Forum in Seoul

in May of this year, so that Seoul and
Bucharest can find ways to further
upgrade their business and commercial
exchanges. Secondly, both sides are also
working closely together to further
encourage and promote business and
commercial exchanges between Korean
companies and their Romanian counterparts, with an emphasis on SMEs. At the
end of the day, it is the private sector that
should take the driver’s seat in taking forward our economic partnership.
Bearing this in mind, our Embassy, the
Korea Trade Centre in Bucharest, the
Romanian-Korean
Chamber
of
Commerce, and other stakeholders are all
pooling their wisdom and efforts to
arrange for as many economic and trade
delegations as possible to form strategic
partnerships, particularly through business trips between Korea and Romania.
We will do our best to facilitate these visits and exchanges in order to help them
explore the huge commercial opportunities lying ahead of us.
How would you assess the role played
by the human bonds linking the two
countries in further enhancing the
bilateral relationship? I am thinking
here of the Korean community living
in Romania and those Romanians who
live in South Korea.
I do appreciate your raising this
important dimension of our dynamic
bilateral relationship. I think that it is
absolutely important to understand that
the human bonds between our countries
have played a key role in further deepening our partnership in all fields, and will
continue to do so. In light of this, I should
mention the size of the Korean and
Romanian diasporas in each other’s territories. While it is true that their size is
rather small mainly due to the relative
short history of bilateral relations, as I
mentioned earlier, each has nonetheless
made a great contribution, and will continue to do so, as a bridge linking the two
peoples in such a way that has helped further promote mutual understanding,
respect and cooperation.
The Korean community in Romania is
small, but growing as bilateral exchanges,
particularly in the economic field, increase
over time. There are more than 400
Koreans living throughout Romania.
Most of them live in three areas, namely
Bucharest, Mangalia and Oradea. These
people are actively playing a constructive
role as a bridge between Romania and

Korea. I would like to take this opportunity to express our deep thanks for the
warm care, active support and cooperation
that the Romanian government and people
have rendered. It is also worth noting that
more and more Koreans have recently been
visiting Romania.
More than 17,ooo
Koreans came here last year. We expect
this figure to continue to grow with the
passage of time as Koreans become aware of
Romania’s rich cultural and historical heritage, its natural beauty, and, of course, its
warm-hearted and open-minded people.
You may wonder how many Romanians
are living in Korea. As far as I understand,
there are around 300 Romanians currently
residing in Korea. It gives me great pleasure to see that these Romanian people also
serve as private diplomats to further
enhance people-to-people contacts in a way
that helps strengthen our Strategic
Partnership. Equally encouraging is the fact
that more than 3,000 Romanians visited
Korea last year.
In a nutshell, such dynamic human
exchanges will surely help put our partnership on a solid path in the 21st century
and beyond, because they will greatly help
our two nations to better understand, gain
more knowledge of, and have greater
interest in each other. Both the Embassy
of The Republic of Korea in Bucharest
and the Embassy of Romania in Seoul are
working hard to make that happen.
Since your appointment in Romania
last June, the Korean Embassy has been
very active in organizing a series of
special and very interesting events
aimed at promoting not only aspects of
the Korean way of life, culture, traditions, and cuisine, but also HI-TECH
and last-hour technologies pioneered
by your country. What should we
expect next as far as such pleasant surprises and projects are concerned?
This is a very important question, and
I appreciate that. As I explained earlier,
one of our top priorities is to further
broaden the horizon of mutual understanding, friendship and cooperation. To
this end, our Embassy will host a variety of
cultural and academic activities throughout this year, ranging from seminars and
K-pop events to Korean cuisine introductory classes and Korean film festivals.
I am happy to preview some of the
events that will take place across Romania
this year. Our Embassy plans to host the
Korean Wave/Korean Cultural Multiple
Event at the University of Bucharest in

April, and again in September at the
Romano-American University. The
Korean Traditional Dress (Hanbok) and
Wrapping Cloth (Bojagi) Exhibition will
be held in Bucharest in May. The 2015 KPop World Festival Competition in
Romania will be convened in Bucharest in
June, which is designed to select a
Romanian K-Pop performer or a
Romanian K-Pop team who will be invited to attend the 2015 K-Pop World
Festival in Korea this coming September.
We will hold the Korean Night in Cluj
Napoca in May in tandem with the
International Film Festival there. The
Honorary Consulate of the Republic of
Korea in Timisoara will hold various cultural events to introduce Korean culture
and cuisine for Romanians in the
Transylvanian area, as part of its plan to
commemorate the first anniversary of its
opening. Under the theme of “The
Introduction of both the Land of the
Morning Calm and Dynamic Korea”, our
Embassy will showcase a traditional
Korean music performance using traditional Korean musical instruments on the
occasion of this year’s Korean National
Day reception, in October. So, please be
ready for all of these and other colourful
cultural events.
Finally, with regard to the Hi-Tech
area that you mentioned, it is safe to say
that Korea will stay focused on this important area with our government pushing
ahead with a Creative Economy. A
Creative Economy harnesses the creative
ideas of individuals and marries them with
Science & Technology and with ICT.
Our government’s Creative Economy policy hopes to leverage Korea’s cutting-edge
technology, culture and art. It hopes to
fully leverage its comparative advantage in
its ICT capabilities towards creativitydriven growth, moving beyond the catchup growth strategy based on imitation and
application.
Since you have mentioned this area, it
would be remiss of me not to draw the
attention of your readers to the fact that
the prospects for our cooperation in the
IT sector are bright.
Both governments launched the IT
Cooperation Centre in Bucharest in July
of last year. The IT Cooperation Centre is
expected to serve as an incubator where
both sides can fully utilize their respective
strengths in the field of IT, as well as share
their own expertise and experiences, all to
their mutual benefit.

Romanian-Korean military agreement signed in Bucharest
The Romanian National Defence minister, Mircea
Dusa and the Republic of Korea's ambassador to Romania,
Hyo-Sung Park have signed on Thursday an Agreement
between the Romanian Government and the Government
of the Republic of Korea regarding the protection of the
military classified information, in a ceremony at the ministry's headquarters.
According to a release by the National Defence
Ministry (MApN), the agreement is an important element
for the development of defence cooperation between the
two countries and marks, at the same time, the 25th
anniversary of diplomatic relations between the two states.
The agreement's signing ensures conditions of extending the legal framework of consolidation of the partnership with the Republic of Korea by closing, in the near
future the bilateral military agreement between the two
states, the MApN informs.

